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About This Game

"Shake Your Money Simulator 2016" is the newest spend-money simulation which will teach your wallet to hide money from
your eyes . Besides , this is a first game in 2016 , where you can finally look at pixel opossum !

Features

 Deep storyline

 You can spend money

 You can't earn money

 You can spend more money that you actually have

 Opossum

 Made with love by CharlieH

Coming Features?
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Feel free to ask me about new things in community hub .
Together - we will do "Shake Your Money Simulator 2016" better !
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Title: Shake Your Money Simulator 2016
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
CharlieH
Publisher:
CharlieH, Atriagames
Release Date: 18 Mar, 2016
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this i not a game you shode spend \u00a35.00 pounds on the controls are so bad and the game is gust a rip off of free to play
games on the internet on friv and mineclip games. I've played this game on my other account for about 7 hours now)

It's a great game/simulator even for people like me that aren't very creative it's a very cool game. Especially because of the
projector function which let's you project an image on the wall to spray over. Also the boombox (radio) is a great feature with
many internet radio stations and even custom music if you want to.

The only bug I found is that when I take a screenshot using F12 (steam screenshot shortcut) my spraycan in my right hand will
be on the floor and I can't select or spray anymore and I'll have to restart the game.

Apart from that single bug still a solid 9/10. Barely OK, easy, but awkward controls. Takes about an hour to play 50 simple
levels. Then you can just try to get 3-stars on each level, and grind to purchase other helicopters (the default one is fine). A few
problems: (1) The controls are awkward. You only have right & left which make you go up-right or up-left and it automatically
descends in the last direction when not going up & right/left. You might be able to use down to decelerate down-left/right faster,
but is unecessary. (2) Your star rating seems based in time, which includes your partner, not how many guys you rescued more
than the bot, but you still have to rescue more than the bot to proceed, and if the bot takes a while your rating is hurt. Still, I
ended up with 1-3 stars per level on first try, better if the bot crashed because it stops the time immediately if waiting for him. It
is partly cooperative, pertly competitive which is odd. (3) I don't see any point to buying other helicopters. It is so wonky as it is
that I can't imagine controlling it if it were faster. It was really ackward at first, but rather OK later. I was happy to reach level
50 and be done, but wasn't bad by then.

I was hoping it would be similar to Space Taxi (C64), but it plays nothing like it. I wouldn't recommend this to anyone, but it is
tolerable if you really wanted it.. The best Worms by far. Unique and enjoyable puzzle experience.. A great little break from the
majority of brainless gameplay you see in most games.

This game is made up of puzzles, which can range from incredibly easy, to game breaking (need of guides) hard. The music
they've decided to use quickly becomes stale, which is easily corrected by using music players (ergo Spotify) with ambient tunes
that help you think. I don't mind doing this but some people might.

There's not much going for the story other than finding Tery, and the plot quickly becomes more odd as the game progresses.
However there were enough twists to keep me occupied, and it was only after I finished the game that I realised the the main
character, 'May Stery', sounds like 'Mystery'. I'm that thick.
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The main story has 100-somewhere main puzzles to completed, which excludes the 100 additional bonus puzzles, which I will
probably never do. I am slow so most people will take half the time I did to finish the game. Many of the puzzles are similar to
puzzles you already know, eg 'How do I move everyone across the river but I can't leave these people together because they don't
like each other?' So you may know the answers to some puzzles off the bat.

I haven't played many puzzle games before so I don't really know what to base this off.

Also, May's voice is adorable.

Also, \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 THOSE RHYTHM PUZZLES, THEY ARE SO DIFFICULT
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I am rather neutral about this game. I didn't like nor dislike it. The story is rather absent, since about all the story you get is in
the description on the home page. I really wished there had been more dialogue in quest mode, perhaps between games. You
play through each season. The games are a click happy. You keep on clicking, they keep on falling. First I tried being smart then
realized.. just click.

I bought this game on sale in a Season Match series bundle. I do think it's worth the sale price, not the full one. I do recommend
for casual play.

Pros:
Good graphics and art work.
Fast Pace
6-8 Hours’ worth of Play
Achievable Achievements
Easy on the ears music

Cons:
Lack of Story and Oomph
Very repetitive in a not so fun way
. A really good and cool game)) Reccomend!!. 10\/10 Basically gives you all the achievements on launch.. Everything about this
Dlc is good, Other than the God forsaken "For whom the bell tolls" event. Literally one of the worst events out there and even
though i've never actually had a campaign ruined by it, I still think it's poorly done, Since your characters personal combat skill,
martial, and other combat related traits don't affect the "Not today" response to the event. Really tired of being the greatest
duelist in the entire game but still only getting a 20% chance of winning the fight.. game keep crashing at a certain point every
time, i tried starting over with a new campain and it keeps effecting it and crashs as soon as i get into the game.. dont waste your
money on only a few hours worth of game before it crashs. and you might think its just my computer doing because of my
graphivcs card or something, but ive tried it again after replacing my graphics card. Is true story. UKball toilet make good
rocket- don't tell UKball I use it. Still a better love story than Twilight. Plus Elf boobies.
10/10. Simple and fun.. I played this game for a few hours, and I really enjoyed the different characters available. I would have
liked to see more, perhaps classes for the primary character, or equipment cards - but definitely a great start. Such great
promise.
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